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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce InstructableCrowd, a system that allows end-users to instruct the crowd to create trigger-action (“if, then”) rules based on their needs. We create a framework which enables users to converse with the crowd using their phone and describe a problem which they might have. We create an interface for a crowd worker to both chat with the user and compose a rule with an “IF” part connected to the user’s phone sensors (e.g. incoming emails, GPS location, meeting calendar, weather information etc.), and a “THEN” part connected to user’s phone effectors (e.g. sending an email, creating an alarm, posting a tweet, etc.). The system then sends the rules created by the crowd to the user’s phone in order to help the user solve his problem.
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Introduction
In this project, we propose a new approach to utilize crowdsourcing to enable smartphone users to create their own applications. There has been a long history of interest of end-user development and mashup technologies, which aim to enable end-users without professional programming skills to create applications based on their own needs. One of the most well-known projects in this field is the IFTTT (If This Then That)\(^1\). IFTTT enables end-users to author simple Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules which contain triggers (e.g., a post on Twitter) and actions (e.g., synchronize the latest Twitter post to Facebook). However, as pointed out by Daniel et al. [4], most general-purpose application composition solutions aimed on end-users have some limitations: They either expose too much functionality and become too challenging for non-programmers, or over-simplify the compositionality and become too simple for practical use. These systems also require that the users know exactly what their ECA would be. A user having a problem which he is trying to solve, but not knowing what the ECA for solving it is, or having only a vague understanding of what he wants may not find these systems useful. These systems also do not support natural language and speech commands which may be the main form of communications for some smart devices such as smart-watches and smart-glasses.

In this work, we introduce InstructableCrowd, a crowdsourcing approach that enables users to create IF/Then rules. We design a system framework (Figure 2) and interface (Figure 1) that allows smartphone users to instruct crowd workers to compose an application for them via conversation. By outsourcing the cognitive load of understanding the detailed functionality supported by the smartphone, end-users are able to focus on the problems they want to solve. With a conversational interface, users can also discuss their problems with the crowd and thus get instant feedback to refine their requests. Note that the user may initially only know what his problem is but not what the solution might be. The crowd can help identify a possible solution with the user and then also realize it for him.

The crowd workers can provide several advantages for the users: First, crowd workers perform the task on full-screen computers with keyboards and mouses rather than mobile devices. Second, workers are more familiar with the operations that can be performed on the phone. Each worker must read instructions and might interact with several different users during each task. Third, we assume that most crowd workers have slightly more experience in using computers

\(^1\)IFTTT: https://ifttt.com/
than average smartphone users. Finally, crowd workers can be viewed as an additional cognitive resource that provide “wisdom of the crowd” effects.

**Related Work**

**User Development & Mashups** There have been many projects developed to enable non-programmer users to author or compose their own applications. Daniel et al. [4] pointed out the limitations of most of existing user development or mashups platforms aimed on non-programmers: they are either powerful but too hard to use, or easy but too simple to be practical. In response to this situation, several solutions have been proposed.

CoScripter allowed end-users to program scripts to act on their behalf by demonstration [13, 2], and used its corpus of scripts to make creating new actions easier from mobile devices [12]. The IFTTT project reached its great success by simplifying the composition among two applications and providing a user-friendly workflow and interface on mobile phones. The Atooma² project is similar to IFTTT but supports multiple applications as triggers and actions. The concept of IFTTT is also extended for use in smart home applications [14, 5] and cross-device [6] rules. Some projects extend existing business processes modeling (BPM) notations to simplify the composition of applications [3]; Some works focus on domain-specific applications instead of general purpose platforms [4], and others focus on designing a more effective workflow of creating rules [8, 9].

**Crowd-powered Conversational Agents** Chorus is a crowd-powered assistant that can hold intelligent conversations about almost anything [11]. End-users speak to it, and responds back quickly. Chorus is powered by a dynamic group of crowd workers (recruited on-demand) who propose responses and vote the best ones through. An incentive mechanism encourages workers to contribute useful responses. Potential downsides of crowdsourcing are cost and latency [10]. Automating parts of Chorus by having the crowd transition existing Web APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) to dialog systems can make it cheaper [7]; Alternatively, conversational assistants powered by trained human operators such as Magic³ and Facebook M have also appeared in recent years.

**InstructableCrowd System**

The system overview of the InstructableCrowd is shown in Figure 2. The end-user is able to converse with crowd workers to describe the problems he encountered, such as “I was late for a meeting this morning, and I don’t want that to happen again.” The crowd workers can talk with the user and use an interface to select sensors (IFs) and effectors (THENs) to create an If-Then rule in response to the user’s problem. The rules are then sent back to the user’s phone. For example, if the user mentions having trouble with early morning meetings, the crowd can create the rule, “send a notification the night before a meeting” for the user; if the user wants extra time in the morning to clean up the car if it snowed during the night, the crowd can create a rule to set the alarm 10 minutes earlier than usual.

---

²Atooma: https://www.atooma.com/

³Magic: http://getmagicnow.com/
Conversational Agent for the End-user The InstructableCrowd is implemented as a conversational agent on the smart phones (Figure 1). The detailed end-user’s interface is shown in Figure 3. By calling the personal agent’s name or clicking on the red button, the user is able to give the agent voice commands. The client side records user’s speech and sends it to the server, which runs Google Automatic Speech Recognition. Once the agent receives the command as text, we use the framework described in [1], named LIA (Learning by Instruction Agent), to execute the command. LIA uses a combinatory categorial grammar (CCG) parser to parse the input text into a logical form and execute the corresponding commands. In the InstructableCrowd system, we recognize verbal commands such as “Create a rule” to initiate the rule creation process. The end-user may then describe his problems and converse with the crowd to figure out which rules to create (the workers converse by text, and the user, may either use text or voice). Once the rule is created, the rule is sent back to the user’s phone and applied by the middleware component running on the phone. Currently, the system is implemented and tested on the Android OS 6.0.1., with the server end implemented in Java.

Worker Interface We create an interface for crowd workers to select IFs and THENs easily. The interface
contains 3 main parts (Figure 4). The web-based chat interface allows workers to discuss the problem with the end-user in real-time. The “IF” section contains a set of sensors on the user’s phone that describe aspects of the user’s life and context. For instance, the Google Calender Application describes the status of all calendar events of the user, and the Phone Body Sensor describes the physical motions of the smart phone (e.g., phone is moving). Both are considered “sensors” in InstructableCrowd. Workers select appropriate trigger sensors in the “IF” conditions. The “Then” section allows them to select corresponding effectors. Effectors are the actions that can be performed on user’s smart phone such as push a notification, set an alarm, and send a text message, etc. By selecting “IFs” and “THENs”, the worker is able to create rules that trigger certain action based on specific conditions.

**Modular Sensors (IF) & Effectors (Then)** We designed a general JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) schema to represent each sensor and effector. The rules created by the crowd are represented as a combination of sensor and effector JSON. New sensors and effectors can thus be added easily.

For example, the following is the Google Calender sensor’s JSON file representing that “a calendar event will start at 9:30 tomorrow”.

```json
{
    "proposition": {
        "attribute": "CALENDAR_START_TIME",
        "componentName": "CALENDAR",
        "operator": "OPERATOR_TIME_EQUAL",
        "value": "9:30",
        "referenceAttribute": "CALENDAR_TOMORROW"
    }
}
```

The following is the JSON representation of the effector that “ring the alarm now”.

```json
{
    "attributes": {
        "ALARM_REFERENCE_TIME": "+ALARM_TIME_NOW",
        "ALARM_CONDITION_AT": true,
        "ALARM_RINGTONE_TYPE": 2,
        "ACTION_TYPE": "ALARM"
    },
    "componentName": "ALARM"
}
```

The following is the general JSON representation for a trigger-action rule, which includes a list of sensor (IFs/condition) items and effector (action) items.

```json
{
    "actions": [
        {action_1}, ..., {action_n}
    ],
    "conditions": [
        {condition_1}, ..., {condition_n}
    ],
    "ruleID": "rule_1"
}
```
These rules and actions are made possible by a general architecture that we have built to allow systems to access a list of sensors and effectors, and then specify what sensor conditions should lead to what actions. These are modular, allowing new sensors and effectors to be added easily. As we go forward, we will continue to expand the set of available sensors and actions.

**Pilot Study on Amazon Mechanical Turk**
To examine crowd workers' capability of discussion with end-users and composing a rule for them by selecting appropriate sensors and effectors, we conducted a pilot study on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). We followed the process used to test Chorus [11]: Prior to the experiment we generated a script and a task. An experiment manager took the role of a user and followed the script as closely as possible during the experiment, while still allowing the conversation to flow naturally. The task we designed for the experiment is to ask the crowd to “set both an alarm and a notification if the user has an early meeting tomorrow.” 5 workers were recruited on MTurk to accomplish this task, interacting via the worker's interface (Figure 4). In our study, all of the workers selected the correct sensors and effectors, and constructed the correct rule. The following is an example of a conversation between the user and the worker.

- **user**: I’d like to set up an alarm
- **user**: to remind me if I have early meeting the next morning
- **user**: set an alarm
- **user**: and both email
- **user**: to <email_address>
- **crowd**: You got it!

**Conclusion and Future Work**
In this work, we introduced InstructableCrowd, a system that allows a user to instruct the crowd to create a IF-THEN rule via conversation. This rule connects the sensors and effectors which are active on the user's phone. We have created within the middleware a generic JSON representation for available sensors and effectors, along with the ability to define rules. We have built support for crowd workers to have a conversation with the users and define these rules for them. Our continued work will focus on enabling robust creation of IF-THEN rules via voice. As we collect examples of IF-THEN rules, we will look for ways to use them to automate the creation of common IF-THEN patterns. Users will want feedback when collaborating with the systems to have confidence that what they intended to create was actually created. We will work with users to develop appropriate ways for them to validate and edit the rules that are created.
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